OAPEN provides a dedicated infrastructure to support the discoverability of OA books. OAPEN hosts OA titles from many academic book publishers (including all titles provided through KU) and collaborates with research funders through its deposit service (Wellcome, European Research Council, Austrian Science Fund, Swiss National Science Foundation). Currently over 5,000 OA titles are hosted on OAPEN, accounting for nearly half of all the titles available in the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB).

The OAPEN Library membership program is set up specifically for libraries and their institutions. Thanks to their membership contributions, member libraries make possible the vital work of OAPEN and DOAB for libraries, scholars and the general public, to provide free and unrestricted access, improve discovery, and preserve scholarly books.

Benefits for Libraries

Deposit Service
Consists of an institutional uploading service for OA books and chapters by researchers affiliated with the member institution.

MARC21 Records Creation
OAPEN members are entitled to enhanced metadata feeds for the entire OAPEN database, with full MARC21 records and other formats, enhanced with identifiers to link OA books to other (non-OA) editions (ISBN and OCLC control numbers).

Usage Reports and Benchmark
OAPEN members receive regular reports regarding the usage of OAPEN collections within their institution, and benchmark reports analysing usage of OA books and usage for their institution.

Early Access to Industry Reports
Early access to reports tracking developments in the transition to Open Access, such as OA book publishers and models, licensing, policies, projects, and the growth of publications and usage.

Pricing Structure

Price per year over a period of 3 years. (Price excl. VAT)
Tiered pricing ranging from:

- $1,180 - $2,950
- €1,000 - €2,500
- £880 - £2,200

Find Out More
Register for a non-binding account at app.knowledgeunlatched.org to receive notifications about the collections, chat with us, view the metadata, and pledge your support.
To read more about OAPEN and other partner programs, visit: knowledgeunlatched.org/ku-partners/